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Abstract
In British Columbia, dogs (Canis familiaris) have become part of many households and
are often seen as friends or family. This affection has people often choosing to take their dogs
with them on vacations and adventures. Like any other park user, when a dog uses Golden Ears
Provincial Park, it has impacts. Using online surveys and key informant interviews, I
investigated park user perceptions of dogs in Golden Ears Provincial Park. Of the park users
surveyed, a majority agreed that there is a place for dogs in Golden Ears Provincial Park, and
over half of the respondents, owned a dog. The findings of this survey suggest that the public
supports dogs being allowed in Golden Ears Parks. However, park managers have concerns
about dogs in parks but responded that these concerns could be managed through best practices
which included careful planning and clear and concise signage and enforcement. Survey
respondents agreed that dogs should be managed in parks, and a majority agreed that owners
who violate rules should be ticketed. Furthermore, most respondents said that they would comply
with a domestic animal policy if a sign were posted, and almost all of them would comply if they
were told to by a park officer.
Keywords: dogs, Provincial Parks, conservation, conflicts, Golden Ears, off-leash, leash
optional, impacts, park users, protected areas, visitors, BC Parks, unrestrained domestic animal
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Introduction and Literature Review
Often a human’s best friend and travelling companion is the dog, Canis familiaris. In
Canada, approximately 41% of households have a dog and that number is increasing (Canadian
Veternarian and Medical Institution, 2019). As the number of dog owners increases, so does the
demand for places to recreate with their pets. Pet owners often choose Provincial Parks as their
destination of choice because of affordability and facilities (Hilbrecht et al., 2008). Dog
management in protected areas is becoming more of a focus because of the popularity of dogs as
pets. As urban areas expand near protected areas the demand for use of these areas increases
(Gaston et al., 2013). This increased use leads to concerns of human-wildlife conflict,
conservation, and other visitor management issues.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, park use in British Columbia increased beyond
expected. Due to this increase, some areas needed to take proactive steps to implement a day
pass system to help manage visitor impact. This increased use also suggests that more dogs are
visiting parks (Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy, 2020).
In this thesis, I investigated park users' perceptions and park managers regarding dogs’
impact in Golden Ears Provincial Park, British Columbia, Canada. Golden Ears Provincial Park
was chosen because of the park's popularity, size, and ease of access. For my study’s purpose,
park users were the survey respondents that indicated they have been to Golden Ears Provincial
Park. The key informants for my research are the six park managers that I interviewed. I selected
these park managers from the Fraser Valley Regional District, BC Parks, and Metro Vancouver
Regional District.
Park managers often find themselves challenged by the complexities of managing dogs'
economic, social, cultural, and environmental impacts. Often, dog waste is left on park trails,
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thrown in the bush in disposable bags, or left on the side of the trail. Moreover, dog owners often
allow their dogs to roam unleashed, free to chase and frighten wildlife, spread nuisance species
seeds on their coats, or molest other park users and their dogs (Hughes & Macdonald, 2013;
Foster & Sandberg, 2010). Human and wildlife issues are also a considerable safety concern.
According to Bowes’ study in the Pacific Rim National Park, wolves, dogs, and people sharing
space increases the potential for conflict. In one instance, a member of the public retaliated after
a wolf attacked an off-leash dog, killing it. The Indigenous community was outraged and viewed
this retaliation against the wolves as insensitive, ignorant, and disrespectful. In Indigenous
culture, wolves have cultural and spiritual significance. If animals become comfortable with
people they lose their fears and the risk of conflict increases (Bowes, 2015). This event shows
how conflict with dogs and wildlife can escalate beyond and impact other people’s lives,
spiritually and culturally.
Understanding the public view will help balance recreational demands with conservation
and safe park use in a publicly acceptable way. Understanding how park users view dogs in the
park will help managers make balanced, informed decisions and pursue successful management
strategies. Moreover, understanding park managers’ views helps park users understand dog
management rationale and possibly makes park users more likely to comply.
Objectives: This study’s objectives were to 1) investigate and identify park user
perceptions of dogs in Golden Ears Provincial Park and 2) explore policy options to manage
dogs and their impacts.
Research Question
This study’s overall research question was: how do park users perceive dogs and dog
management in Golden Ears Provincial Park, British Columbia?
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Specifically, I was interested in whether park users favour allowing dogs in Golden Ears
Provincial Park, which dog management options park users preferred, and what park managers
thought about dogs in parks.
When exploring park users’ perceptions of dogs in BC parks, it was essential to identify
current policies and policy options. Identifying these policies allowed for comparisons to be
made regarding park user interests and preferences with park manager expectations and
obligations under the British Columbian Park Act. While comparing demands and requirements,
I sought to see which management techniques were favoured by park users and what tools were
identified by park managers as desirable to manage impacts of dogs in parks. In addition, my
survey gathered data about visitor perceptions, including how strongly respondents felt about
specific management techniques regarding dogs in Golden Ears Provincial Park.
Why is it so important to consider dogs and people in park management?
Parks are popular multi-use spaces with a dual mandate to protect recreation and
conservation values. The public demand for recreation and conservation has steadily increased,
and today, over 90% of British Columbians have visited a provincial park (Province of British
Columbia, 2021a). The Park Act, created in 1997 (Queen’s Printer, 2019), is protective
legislation to establish, classify and manage recreation areas, parks, [and] conservancies
(Government of British Columbia, 2019). The Park, Conservancy and Recreation Area
Regulation dictates requirements for public conduct, enforcement, and other responsibilities.
This regulation outlines the guidelines for responsible parks and protected area use. Moreover,
fines for non-compliance are outlined in this regulation.
In this regulation, “control of domestic animals” is defined (Province of British
Columbia, 2018), and dogs can be restricted, included or excluded in parks. Under the
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regulation, operational managers have discretion concerning where to allow or limit dogs in
provincial parks.
Increasingly, dog walking has become a popular way to recreate for many people. A
study by Hughes and Macdonald (2013) found that in Canada, the human: dog ratio was 6.7:1,
with an estimated dog population of 5,003,600. This ratio shows the importance of dogs in
human lives and daily activities. Canadian dog owners walked 300 minutes/week compared to
non-dog owners who walked an average of 168 min/week (Lee et al., 2013).
Dogs pose a challenge to conservation efforts because they are closely linked with people
and their activities (Home et al., 2018). Home et al. (2018) found that in their sub-continent scale
assessment of India, 73% of survey respondents reported sightings of domestic dog attacks on
wildlife, with a range of species affected; 10 reptile species, 44 mammal species and 26 bird
species and. Home et al. found that 15% of these attacks were by dogs accompanied by humans
not having the dog on a leash, and 1% was carried out by dogs-on-leash. Home et al. (2018) also
found that 48% of these attacks occurred in parks and wildlife sanctuaries. Seventy-eight
percent of the Home’s research respondents reported that dogs in parks and wildlife sanctuaries
are harmful to wildlife. In the Pacific Rim National Park Reserve, researchers highlighted several
concerns of off-leash dogs having negative interactions with shorebirds and wolves (Bowes,
2015). Bowes (2015) discusses indirect and direct visitor management approaches, highlighting
the strength and weaknesses of both. Visitor education alone is not always effective and often
both these techniques need to be considered by incorporating the theory of planned behaviour
(Fishbein & Ajzen, 2009). The theory of planned behaviour introduces a framework to predict
the intentions of people and encourage actions to reach a goal. This framework measures
attitudes, perceived norms and controls to predict intent (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2009).
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Understanding attitudes and behaviours can help encourage people to manage their pets
responsibly.
Hughes and Macdonald (2013) conducted a literature review of the effects of dogs on
wildlife conservation. After reviewing 69 papers concerning wildlife and dog conflicts, Hughes
and Macdonald (2013) found that dogs in rural situations do interact and conflict with several
wildlife species. Predation and disease transmission were amongst the most significant concerns.
A troubling finding from Hughes and Macdonald was that they found very few solutions for dog
and wildlife conflicts. They also found that poorly planned campaigns to stop dogs from
affecting wildlife did more harm to the initiative and were poorly received by the public. This
finding suggests resource managers should work collaboratively with local groups to proactively
introduce conservation campaigns (Hughes & Macdonald, 2013).
To encourage public acceptance and compliance of a dog management strategy, the
public should be involved in the process. Lenth et al.’s (2008) study found that it is imperative to
focus research on dog-wildlife interactions and specifically how dogs impact wildlife. The public
needs to know these impacts, and critical habitat must be identified to introduce a policy to
restrict free-roaming dogs in these areas. Young et al.’s study found that educating people on the
reasons why dogs are not allowed in some areas or need to be leashed can help avoid conflict and
negative impacts (Young et al., 2011).
Vanak et al. and Sepulveda et al. both found that the presence of dogs in protected areas
and parks significantly affects native fauna at further increasing the edge effect (Vanak et al.,
2014; Sepulveda et al.,2015). The Edge effect describes the consequences on flora and fauna that
result from conjoining habitats (Fonseca, 2008). This change in habitat can occur through human
and naturally caused activities. Dogs can cause this effect on popular trails and in areas where
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they are allowed unrestrained. These transition zones between disturbed and undisturbed
ecosystems can affect species stability and habitat. The fragmentation of habitat can lead to
species loss (Batáry et al., 2014).
Dogs can harass wildlife and alter the wildlife’s normal behaviours, trampling vegetation
and disturbing wildlife nesting and foraging habitat. Lenth et al. (2006) used pellet plot data to
determine mule deer and rabbits' activity. They found that these animal populations were
affected by human and dog presence and that the distance from the trails influenced that effect's
strength. Moreover, deer and rabbit activity were less in areas that allowed dogs. Lenth et al. also
found that track plate data showed that dogs roamed up to 85m from trails but mostly stayed
within 5m (Lenth et al., 2008). This travel distance is critical to consider when determining
zoning that allows dogs off-leash. Moreover, Sepúlveda et al. research found that dogs prefer to
stay on the trail, and they also found that forests and wetlands acted as a barrier and dogs tended
to avoid these areas (Sepúlveda et al., 2015).
The cumulative effects of dogs on trails can have an impact on the conservation of
species and wildlife. Domestic dogs ranked in the top five invasive animal species (Doherty et
al., 2017). When dogs are free to roam, they can chase prey species. This chronic stress can
affect the prey species reproduction and fitness (Sheriff et al., 2011). Strategic engagement
through community and education can start to protect many species, vulnerable or not. (Doherty
et al., 2017) and Parsons et al. (2016), found that management regulations do work to reduce
non-compliance(Parsons et al., 2016). Parsons et al. (2016) note that establishing protected areas
is a key initiative to protecting biodiversity. The Parsons et al. (2016) study observed with
camera trap data that most dogs (60%) were captured off-leash. Leashed dogs have a minor
impact on prey whereas off-leash dogs have a severe impact on prey species. Parsons et al., also
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found that dog management strategies can be effective and can reduce the ecological impact of
dogs. Moreover, these dog management strategies require regulations, and the management of
dog behaviours (Parsons et al., 2016). Dog management has bedevilled conservation objectives
in protected areas in other parts of the world. Doherty et al. (2017), also recognized the global
impact of dogs and their impact on biodiversity. Species predation was again recognized as dogs’
primary impact on biodiversity. Moreover, Doherty et al. (2017) recognized the need for
strategic engagement, education as well as human health and animal welfare campaigns to help
reduce the negative impacts of dogs in protected areas. Ultimately, Doherty et al. (2017) found
dog management to be crucial as trends have shown dog ownership and dog populations are
growing (Doherty et al., 2017)
However, strategic engagement alone will not solve non-compliance issues and that is
why adopting adaptive management can be used as a framework to measure success.
The Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) method is an analytical framework that park
managers can use to determine how much change is acceptable. There are nine conditions within
the LAC framework (Stankey et al., 1985). Some of these steps involve identifying the concerns
and policies. In this step managers identify what are the current concerns in the area and what are
the policies. Once the concerns and policies are identified a manager can then see if the policies
in place are working. The next step is to use quantifiable indicators to measure success, like
camera trap monitoring. The next steps involve inventory and mapping the current standard and
then what the expected standard is. In addition, the manager will conduct an analysis of costs and
benefits to achieve the expected standard over time. The final step of the LAC is to monitor and
readopt or ensure measures and alternatives are being applied (Stankey et al., 1985).
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managers develop a safe and effective dog management strategy. Understanding the actions of
park users and what their preferences are, is crucial to developing a dog management strategy
that both park users and managers support.
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Methodology and Methods
For this study, I used a mixed-methods approach (O’Leary, 2017). I created an online
survey to understand the perceptions of dogs in Golden Ears Provincial Park and then
interviewed six Park Managers. The project area was Golden Ears Provincial Park, located near
Maple Ridge, British Columbia.
The Golden Ears Dog Management Study Area
Golden Ears Provincial Park is located north of Maple Ridge in British Columbia in the
northeastern section of Greater Vancouver. The park's convenient location makes it a popular
destination for lower mainland communities (population ~2.5 million people). The trails of
Golden Ears Provincial Park are popular for hikers, mountain bikers, horseback riders and dog
walkers. (Figure 1)
Although there is a dog park just outside the park's boundary, people still like to hike
with their dogs in the park. The trail network (Figure 2) has several trails with looping trails,
walking along creeks or through forested areas. The current leash-required zones are designated
within the one-kilometre mark on either side of the Golden Ears Parkway (Figure 2). Also
located in this area are two dog off-leash areas: North Beach Trail Beach and the Boat Launch.
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Figure 1 Overview Map of Golden Ears Provincial Park

(British Columbia Ministry of Environment, 2013)
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Figure 2 Area that is Leash Required

Leash Optional Zones

Data Collection
The research period for this study was from May 2020 until August 2020. This mixed
methods research used a two-phased approach. I first looked at both data collection methods to
determine the population. To capture a broad range of perspectives for the survey I sent the
survey to several user groups and park users. There were three key requirements for the
respondents' answers to be included in the study. First, the respondent had to be aged 18 and over
to give consent. Second, the respondent had to give consent and thirdly, the respondents had to
have gone to Golden Ears Provincial Park. I used expertise and experience as the criteria for
selecting the Park Managers. To determine key informants (Park Managers) I interviewed
managers from different government levels and districts. I used a “hand-picked sampling
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approach” to select key informants (O’Leary, 2017). These managers were selected for their
expertise and experience managing issues in protected areas.
In phase one, data were collected during May 2020 from online surveys of Golden Ears
Provincial Park users to determine perceptions of dogs using the park. In phase two, June-August
2020, six park managers interviewed about dog management issues, and their perceptions of
dogs in parks.
Quantitative Data Collection
The quantitative data were collected by survey. I first reviewed the survey data collected
regarding dogs in Seymour and Cypress Provincial Parks, collected by BC Park Staff (Appendix
A). I wanted to collect park users’ perceptions of dogs in parks, so I designed a survey that
matched what BC Parks did in Seymour and Cypress Provincial Park and went one step further
to ask questions to determine survey respondents’ perceptions of dogs in Golden Ears Provincial
Park. In my survey, I explored how users perceive dogs in parks using a Likert scale instrument
to measure their preferences.
I used an online survey tool, “QuickTapSurvey” by formstacks, for people 18 years and
older who visited Golden Ears Provincial Park. I determined the population using attendance
records from 2013 to 2018 (Figure 3). To have a statistically representative sample, I proposed
collecting 10% of the daily users' population with an n= at least 213 surveys (BC Parks, 2017)
(See Appendix E). I chose to work with 10% of daily visitors based on having limited time and
money to capture a higher percentage of responses. The 10% target allows for a relatively low
margin of error and a small enough target to be manageable, representing a larger population and
statistically viable (O’Leary, 2017).
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Figure 3 Average Daily Park User in Golden Ears Provincial Park from 2013-2018
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(Province of British Columbia, 2021b)
To encourage a broad range of park user group perspectives, the survey was sent to
several clubs and local volunteer groups and posted on several Facebook group sites (Appendix
C).
For this survey, I used some different question styles (Appendix F). I designed and tested
the questions with my committee, friends, and colleagues. To determine the level of relevance of
a statement, I used the Likert scale (O’Leary, 2017). I also used some basic filtering questions to
separate irrelevant data from the data set, i.e., respondents who had not been to Golden Ears Park
or park users that did not consent to the survey. I also asked preference questions such as which
dog management option they preferred; dogs-on-leash areas, leash-optional, no dog areas or a
combination of these (Figure 9). Also, I collected basic gender and age demographics.
A portion of the survey was fashioned to mimic a survey template used in the
aforementioned Cypress and Seymour Provincial Parks dog management preference survey (See
Appendix A).
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The survey data were collected until the 10% target (n=213) was met from May 03, 2020,
until May 26, 2020.
Qualitative Data Collection
In phase two, I used a qualitative approach and interviewed six park managers about what
they thought about dogs in parks and their impacts (See appendix C). The park managers were
selected based on their positions in government organizations and their experience with dog
management. The organization that participated were the Metro Vancouver Regional District,
BC Parks and the Fraser Valley Regional District. The interviews were conducted and recorded
on Zoom, a video conference platform and later transcribed with Sonix, a transcription software.
I later listened and corrected the transcripts to assure the quality of the transcription. The same
questions were asked of each informant, allowing additional questions as they arose (See
Appendix B). These questions captured perceptions of current dog management processes, best
management practices and the perceived challenges surrounding dog use in parks.
Data Analysis
Quantitative Analysis
A total of 232 good surveys were gathered. Several surveys were discarded due to
respondents not giving consent, not having gone to Golden Ears Provincial Park, or being age 17
years or younger. In addition, I compared these data with survey data from a 2018/19 survey of
park users in Cypress and Seymour Provincial Parks. I used the same survey in Golden Ears so
that data could be compared. I used Quicktap Survey to analyze my data and develop descriptive
charts to use for comparisons. In addition, I used Microsoft Excel to organize data and recreate
pie charts into bar graphs.
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Qualitative Analysis
To protect the respondent’s identities, all interviews were kept anonymous, and the data
were coded through the qualitative data analysis program NVivo. This software helped me
organize, code and identify themes from the interviews. I highlighted and coloured similar
topics, keywords and themes in each interview. The program then grouped the themes, and I
could see how often Park Managers addressed specific topics and what they said. I then
compared the Park Manager’s interviews once they were grouped in themes. I filtered and
searched the interviews for keywords and topics. For example, I wanted to see how many
managers discussed conservation issues and what those issues were. Once the topic was entered
in NVivo, a list of quotes was compiled on the desired topic.
Limitations
While the original data protocol was to have in-person interviews with park users, this
was not possible during the research window. Parks were closed during the COVID-19
pandemic, and the extent/risk of the disease and spread was unknown at that time.
While the survey effectively drew out the respondent’s preferences, it did not allow
survey respondents to comment on specific data and expand upon their answers. There is also a
possibility of non-response bias, sometimes the people who respond don’t adequately represent
the population (O’Leary, 2017). To help mitigate this I compared the survey respondent’s data
with the intercept surveys from Cypress and Seymour Provincial Parks. Another potential bias is
that on-site data that would give an in situ perspective of what is happening versus what people
tell you they would do. To account for this in the future comparisons should be made with
wildlife camera trap data and survey responses.
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Validity and Reliability (Quantitative)/Trustworthiness and Credibility (Qualitative)
Validity and Reliability (Survey)
To ensure my quantitative data collection methods were valid and credible. I developed my
survey and administered it with these variables.
•

My survey results would not change depending on who administered it. This
survey was issued online, and I filtered out irrelevant data. I discarded
respondents who did not give survey consent, indicated they were younger than
18 years and said they had not been to Golden Ears Provincial Park.

•

I developed the questions together with committee members. The questions were
edited and reviewed by committee members to ensure the question being asked
were clear, understandable and addressed the thesis question.

•

Some questions reflected a similar survey implement in Cypress and Seymour
Parks. Since the survey mimicked a portion of the Cypress and Seymour
Provincial Parks dog management preference survey, the results showed a similar
trend, with the same option preferred the most.

•

Some BC Parks members reviewed and suggested survey additions like visitor
use and the addition of the South Beach picnic area.

•

Every respondent used the same online survey, and it did not change over the
study period.

•

Maintaining an evidence chain: The data I used to write this thesis is password
protected and has been kept in the same place throughout the study.

Trustworthiness and Credibility (Interviews)
The following points address the trustworthiness and credibility of the park manager interviews.
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I used a standard interview protocol. I read a consent letter, requested consent and
then moved forward with the interview questions. I took notes and recorded the
interviews on Zoom. I then transcribed each interview in Sonix, where I then
listened to each interview again and edited and fixed the transcribed data to match
the audio.

•

I did not get a respondent validation to approve transcription. However, I listened
and transcribed the interviews to ensure accuracy.

•

Reviewed findings and themes with Supervisor, to ensure it was a credible
interpretation of the park manager interviews.

•

I used multiple data sources. I triangulated the data using first a literature review
followed by a quantitative survey and finished with key informant interviews
qualitative.

•

The Park Managers each had the same basic questions. I did ask follow-up and
probing questions based on their answers.

•

Creating a literature database: This database helped establish evidence supporting
data found within the survey results and by the key informants.

Conflicts of Interest
During the period of this survey, I was a Senior Park Ranger with the British Columbian
Government. There were some advantages in conducting this research with the knowledge and
experience of this position. Firstly, I knew the area and the trails. Understanding the study site
allowed me to identify themes as I was coding with NVivo. Secondly, I had some experience
with dog use in Golden Ears. Thirdly, I interviewed the key informants I wanted because I knew
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who they were through work. Lastly, I have experience with the policy and regulations around
dog use in the park.
To minimize bias, I ensured all my communications with the online survey informants
and the key informants happened through my personal social media and email. I notified each
respondent and key informant of my position and assured them that this research was impartial; I
did not change, penalize, or value some data over others. The research was completed within my
capacity as a graduate student. I did not wear a uniform and conducted all interviews and
correspondence outside of work.
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Results
Quantitative Data Results
Characterization of Survey Respondents
My survey results showed that 32% of the respondents identified as male, 66% as female,
and a bit over 2% preferring not to say. The age spread range for the survey respondents were;
2% (18-24), 19% (25-34), 27% (35-44), 23% (45-64) and 11% (65+).
The gender and age differences for this survey could reflect the topics interest, social
media usage, or club memberships. When considering policies, it is important to have a broad
range of perspectives; gender-related bias can occur if the data is not reflective of the population
(Data2X, 2017).
All 232 respondents had visited Golden Ears Provincial Park, and 59% owned at least
one dog. Furthermore, 78% of respondent dog owners brought their dogs to Golden Ears
Provincial Park (Figure 4), and 82% of survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed that dogs
should be managed in Golden Ears Provincial Park (Figure 5).
Figure 4
Respondents that Have a Dog

59%
41%

Not a Dog Dog
Owner Owner
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Figure 5
Respondents that have brought their dog/s to Golden Ears Provincial Park

78%

22%

No

Yes

Figure 6.
Respondent Preference That Dogs Should be Managed in Golden Ears Provincial Park
47%

36%

12%

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

3%

3%

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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Park Use by Informants
According to my survey results in Golden Ears Provincial Park, the most popular
trails/area to visit are the East/West Canyon Trails area, followed by the Lower Falls Trail,
Alouette Mountain area and the Mike Lake Trail (Figure 7). As seen in Figure 8, the main
reason for survey respondent's visits to Golden Ears Provincial Park was primarily hiking,
followed by camping, horseback riding and dog walking. The East/West trails are likely the most
popular because they are the beginning trails that lead to Golden Ears Peak. The Lower Falls trail
is the second most popular trail because it is an easy trail that leads along Gold Creek to the Gold
Creek Lower Falls. This short trip is a wide double-track trail that allows room for strollers and
wheelchairs. The third most popular trail is the Alouette Mountain Trail, a double-track trail like
the Lower Falls Trail but instead switchbacks up Alouette Mountain. This trail has several spurtrails off it with looping options. Mike Lake Trail is the next most popular. This trail starts at the
horse corral, and the tail end of the trail loops Mike Lake and goes through the Malcolm Knapp
UBC Research Forest. The Alouette Valley Trail is around 15 kilometres of trail that winds
through the forest with very little elevation gain. This trail is popular with horseback riders and
trail runners. The South Beach day-use area is the main picnic area popular with Alouette Lake
beach visitors. Figure 7 shows the comparison between dog owners and non-dog owners. For
dog owners, they prefer to visit West/East Canyon trails the most, followed by Lower Falls,
South Beach, Mike Lake, Alouette Mountain and lastly, the Spirea Nature Trail.
The survey results showed that the most popular reason for going to Golden Ears
Provincial Park was to hike, camp, horseback ride, Day use (picnic), walk the dog and mountain
biking, respectively (Figure 8). The survey results show the popularity of hiking in the park far
exceeding other recreational choices. Roughly 13% of respondents did suggest that walking the
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dog was their primary reason to visit Golden Ears. Furthermore, nearly 36% of respondents did
suggest that walking the dog was one of their reasons for going to Golden Ears Park although,
perhaps not their top reason.
Figure 7
Preferred Trails/Area Selected by Survey Respondents (Selected as #1 and #2)
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Figure 8
Survey Respondents Reasons for Visit to Golden Ears Park (#1 and #2 Choices)
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Dog Management Options Preferred by Survey Respondents
Respondents were offered a choice of four dog management options.
•

Option one allowed for only leashed dogs in the park.

•

Option two allowed for dog-on-leash zones and leash-optional zones in the park.

•

Option three allowed for leash-optional, dog-on-leash and no-dog zones in the park.

•

Option 4 allowed for dog-on-leash areas and no-dog areas in the park.

Forty-one percent of the Golden Ears survey respondents preferred option 2, a mixed
management zone approach with dogs. Most survey respondents selected options allowing dogs
in the park either dog-on-leash and/or leash-optional areas. The least preferred option for survey
respondents was option 4, dog-on-leash only areas and no dog areas, as seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9
Preferred Dog Management Option by Survey Respondents in Golden Ears
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The data I collected for this study was compared with data from Cypress and Seymour
Provincial Parks. I designed my survey based on BC Parks' original intercept survey used in
Cypress and Seymour Provincial Parks. However, the Cypress and Seymour intercept survey
only focused on preferred management options and was applied face to face.
Similarly, the Cypress and Seymour Provincial Parks survey data shows management
option #2 being the preferred option at 45%, with option #3 following closely behind at 42%.
The difference between these options is that option #3 also allows for no dog zones in the park
(Figure 10).
The least favourable option for all the parks was option #4, dog-on-leash and no dog
areas in the parks. Option #1 (to have dogs-on-leash only throughout the park) was a more
popular decision in Golden Ears Provincial Park than in Mount Seymour and Cypress Provincial
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Parks. However, option #3 (dogs-on-leash, leash optional and no dog areas in the park) was
more popular in Cypress and Seymour Provincial Park. The current policy could explain these
differences in Cypress and Seymour Parks. Currently, dogs are allowed, but they must be leashed
in Cypress and Mount Seymour Provincial Parks (Government of British Columbia, 2020),
whereas, in Golden Ears, there have been various options with leash required zones and leash
optional zones.
Figure 10
Comparison of Management Preference Respondent Data between Cypress/Seymour with
Golden Ears Provincial Parks
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In my Golden Ears Survey, most respondents (60%) agreed that there should be leash
optional areas in the park (Figure 11) with a large majority, 84% agreeing or strongly agreeing
that dogs should be allowed in Golden Ears Provincial Park (Figure 12).
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Figure 11
Park User Preference for Leash Optional Areas in the Park
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Figure 12
Park Users Preference that Dogs Should Be Allowed in Golden Ears Provincial Park
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A significant majority of respondents (76%) agree or strongly agree that dog owners who
violate the rules should be ticketed (Figure 13).
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Figure 13
Agreement with ticketing dog owners who violate rules of the park
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The majority of respondents (83%) suggested that they would comply with a “Domestic
Animal” policy if a sign were posted notifying users of the request (Figure 14).
Figure 14
Park users in support of a “Domestic Animal” policy if posted.
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It is apparent from Figure 15 that the majority of park users would comply with a
domestic animal policy if asked by a park ranger or affiliate. In addition, Figure 16 shows a
majority (78%) of them would also comply if they knew the reason why they were asked to
restrain their domestic animal. Moreover, a substantial majority (74%) of park users suggest they
always comply with the rules once they know them (Figure 17).
Figure 15
Survey Respondents that would comply with a domestic animal policy in Golden Ears
Provincial Park if a park ranger asked them to
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Figure 16
Respondents that would comply with a domestic animal policy if they knew why
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Figure 17
Park users who suggest they always comply once they know the rule
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Qualitative Data Results: Park Managers Interviews
The Park Managers identified several concerns and considerations when discussing dog
management in parks. Key management issues are the problems and challenges associated with
allowing or not allowing dogs in parks. The overarching themes that emerged were related to
management issues; operational demands, social demands and environmental considerations.
Operational Concerns of Allowing Dogs in Parks
Operational concerns involving dog management zones' zoning often begin before the
park is even designated and long before the problem is known. Habits and unruly behaviour can
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suggest an acceptance of certain behaviours in parks. The Golden Ears backcountry1 area has
been leash-optional for many years. Many park users know this, so operationally changing this
behaviour would require a thoughtful, thorough strategy and communication plan. The
operational concerns addressed by the park managers were compliance/enforcement,
infrastructure/signage and adaptive management (planning/monitoring and adjusting).
Compliance and Enforcement
Over 90% of survey respondents said they would comply with a domestic animal policy
if the Park Officer asked them. Moreover, enforcement is a crucial variable to ensuring dog
management zones succeed; if you implement a dog management strategy but cannot enforce it,
there is a chance that the plan will fail. As mentioned before, it takes time to change the habits of
people in an area. When asked about enforcement, Park Manager #5 said:
that's really challenging because … someone might be told to put their dog on a leash,
and … they do it. And then … when the ranger is out of sight, they take their dog offleash again … enforcement's challenging … a huge amount of effort. It's definitely part of
the solution …
Park Manager #5 then went on to say, “I think if people know that there's a rule of having
their dog on a leash, but they almost never ever see anyone there to enforce it, they're less likely
to follow that rule so…it's a fine balance.” If a Park Manager hopes to change an area’s
behaviour, one key informant (Park Manager 4) suggested that there needs to be consistent

1

The area beyond 1km of Golden Ears Parkway.
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enforcement of the rules. The operational element and cost of doing this are important when
considering how large an area is to be changed and the ingrained behaviours there. As some of
the key informants suggested, a phased approach or piloting of an area may be the best approach
towards having the change accepted. A pilot project is when you try a strategy out but on a
smaller scale to see if it works. Park Manager #6 said,
What I like to do is always pair if there's an exclusion or prohibition of some use coming
that there's a break-in period. You can give a period of time where, you know, we're
going to transition. There is enough notice people can be ready for it. You have three to
six months or next season. So mentally, you're walking along a continuum of a mindset
where, OK, this is coming to an end.
One element noted by Park Manager #6 was the idea of social policing. Social policing is
a term that describes the effect of people doing the right thing because of peer pressure. Park
Manager 6 also suggested that this is a powerful tool to gain compliance. Park Manager #6 said
to ensure trailheads and kiosks are clearly marked with your expectations for dogs on the trails.
“ … I think if you bring the dog, the more intensive uses to the forefront of work, you'll have
better social policing going on in that space too.” Park Managers #6 suggested that some dog
owners adjust their behaviours to respect and obey the rules if they see others complying. Park
Manager #4 described compliance and enforcement like a spectrum: “I think it's the whole range
of the compliance spectrum. So education, design, engineering … design and then enforcement.
So there's like a whole thing … signage. Do people know the rules? Is it clear?” This encouraged
behaviour reinforces the importance of education and signage, another key theme operationally
for Park Managers.
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Infrastructure/signage
All Park Managers reinforced the need for clear signage and infrastructure. If people
don’t know the expected behaviour, it is challenging to expect compliance. The results of the
Golden Ears survey showed that 30% of the respondents that were dog owners did not know
what the Golden Ears dog policy was. This percentage of misunderstanding suggests there is a
gap somewhere in the information and messaging to the public. Another consideration brought
forward by Park Managers was infrastructure to prevent dogs from entering sensitive zones. As
mentioned before, the literature suggests that dogs like to stay within 5m of a trail most often.
All Park Managers recommend using barriers such as split rail fencing or chicken wire where
required to protect sensitive areas.
…You've got some great approaches, really nice-looking ways of sort of hardening the
dog areas on the North Shore and keeping them out of conservation like riparian areas …
split rail cedar fencing … it looks great and yet keeps the dogs within a set quarter.
Park Manager 1 recognized the value provided by split rail cedar fencing and recognized
the additional cost of this and that it may not always be feasible. “… Intensive infrastructure
might not be feasible and might be a reason why we wouldn't allow for dogs in certain areas
where we otherwise would have to harden the site to accommodate their use.” This comment
suggests that financial reasons may be one reason to prevent dog access. Park Managers #1 and
#5 said that sometimes it is challenging to protect sensitive areas with infrastructure and
enforcement. Park Manager #5 said, “… if some of these areas appear to be important for
wildlife, maybe that's not where we put dogs off-leash.” And “maybe that's the rationale for
closing an area to dogs, so that is the planning piece …” Park Manager #5 added that if it’s not
feasible to close the area, there are
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… actually, kind of physical things you can do … put like split rail fencing all along the
edges of the path with chicken wire so that the dogs can't get through … and good
rationale for doing that.
To exclude dogs based on operational, social or environmental concerns, it is helpful to
have a solid justification and evidence for the decision. This justification requires planning,
monitoring and adjustments.
Adaptive Management
Planning, monitoring, and adjusting is not a new concept in park management. The
implement, monitor and adjust strategy are defined in visitor use management frameworks
(Miller et al., 2015). Miller et al. found that compliance can be accomplished through either
regulation or persuasion. Rules can dictate allowed behaviour while properly designed and
evaluated signs can be persuasive and ask for compliance. Once it is decided to attempt to
change the behaviours of visitors in an area, there are some things Park Managers can do to ease
the transition. Park Manager #4 suggested that changing a designation or zone can be difficult.
“…We found with the “changing it later” piece, you might need more design interventions and
higher enforcement so, you know, more barriers.” The importance of well-thought-out planning
and design interventions early while planning dog zones before implementing them is crucial.
Park Manager #1 suggested that intercept surveys and camera monitoring can help keep track of
strategic objectives. Intercept surveys are a way of gathering onsite feedback. Interviews and
surveys can help gather valuable information to see if the strategy is working. Moreover,
valuable data can be collected from camera monitoring over time, ideally, before the plan is
implemented and afterwards. Park Managers #1, #3 and #5 pointed out that camera monitoring
can help them determine, “… how are wildlife using some of the areas? … if some of these areas
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appear to be important for wildlife. Maybe that’s not where we are going to put dogs offleash…” (Park Manager #5, 2021)
Although careful, local-scale dog zone planning is a necessary component of
implementing a dog management strategy, as dogs are not considered in the management
planning process. The Management Plan is the guiding document for most BC Parks. Through
the management planning process, planners and park managers assess the park for values that
need to be protected and managed. “Management planning is a process of involvement and
engagement with interested communities and individuals, undertaken to create a document used
by BC Parks to develop and achieve a shared vision, objectives and strategies for protected
areas.” (BC Parks, 2021). Park Manager #1 recognized that dogs were not considered in the
management planning process and that they tended to be more of an operational decision:
… it's not necessarily considered within a management planning process … We have the
allowable uses table and a management plan. It talks about hiking but isn't talk about
hiking with dogs, and conceivably, you know, management plans don't necessarily get to
that level of detail. Those tend to be operational decisions. But that is something we could
look at within our management planning framework.
The Management Planning framework identifies zones intended to be protected for a
specific purpose and acknowledges where certain activities may be allowed. Park Manger #5
suggested that if the zoning is to maintain wilderness, and that has been identified as an
important piece. Then wilderness is the priority for that park, and this is identified in the
Management Plan. “… Wildlife habitat and conservation values … I think those are the key
things that would make a park may be off-limits to dogs.”
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Social Concerns
Park Managers must consider the interests of the park user and, where possible, make
accommodations if it’s feasible to do so. Provincial Parks are popular destinations for many
different user groups, each with specific demands and interests.
Park User Demands and Interests
Each Park Manager recognized the demand for park user experiences. “…visitation in
parks is going up, especially right now with COVID…” Park Manager #6 pointed out that there
is a balance to be struck between park users with dogs and park users without dogs. Then this has
to be balanced with the surrounding environment and cultural aspect. Park Managers must
investigate the complexity of an area and make decisions based on the variables found. In Joffre
Lakes Provincial Park, one Park Manager said they had to take bold steps to protect the park and
its values from overcrowding. The use was so high in Joffre that it became a significant
management issue and dogs just added one more component to that overcrowding issue. “There
were so many people, and the logical thing to do was to say no more dogs.” A complete dog
closure does cause other issues, such as people bringing dogs to the park and having to leave
them in the car. To prevent issues associated with a full dog closure, it is important to educate
and phase this management objective. For example, Park Manager #1 said that “… people would
leave their dogs in their cars and then hike the trail ... that issue should factor into decision
making around where you don’t allow dogs … ”
Wilderness Park or People Park
Another social consideration is what is the main use of this park. Some parks are remote,
trail hiking parks and others are located close to cities with easy access. Park Manager #2
pointed out that “ … the requirement of dogs on a leash all the time is kind of related to the use
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and the kind of volume of people and dogs and wildlife that are that are around or in a park…” In
a place like Joffre, you [BC Parks] may consider a blanket “No Dogs” approach to protect park
resources and protect park users.
Garibaldi Park is closed to dogs … because of the kind of the wilderness experience and
also … it's a large wilderness park in trying to keep it that way… for wildlife and habitat
… you've got a park like Joffre Lakes Park where there was a decision to not have dogs
… that obviously has benefits for conservation, wildlife. But I think that what actually
was more about kind of the visitor conflict and just because that's such a busy trail.
Park Manager #1 suggested,
… it's important to make it clear to the visitors what can be expected so that people can
plan their visit around where dogs may or may not be allowed … We're [BC Parks] not
meant to be all things to all people in the same way… but I think we should be looking to
provide an array of experiences. We know that a park like [Golden Ears] that is close to
an urban center provides an outlet for people with pets for all people, including people
without … I think we need to provide places where that can occur and maybe even
different types of experiences for those people.”
Another social consideration is that several different types of park users use Golden Ears
Provincial Park. Golden Ears hosts horseback riding, mountain biking, hiking, camping, boating,
and picnicking, to name a few. Golden Ears also has an accessible trail and is looking at ways to
make more such trails in the future. Park Manager #5 commented on visitor use and dogs
sharing spaces.
… Thinking about the types of visitors that use the different types of trails. So, again, like
if we have a trail that's really designed for accessibility and that we know that … a lot of
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people with little kids or elderly people are using that trail, that's something else we
should be thinking about. Is it appropriate? And is that trail able to accommodate both
dog users and those people, or is there a rationale for maybe separating those types of
users?”
Cultural Considerations
Another Park Manager brought up some areas that may be recognized from both a
wildlife and conservation perspective and a cultural perspective. When zoning leash optional dog
areas, it’s important to understand which areas should be off-limits to dogs from a cultural
perspective.
And then the last would-be interface with dog user and wildlife or culturally sensitive
areas … like such a salmon spawning ground, it's a place of relaxation, refuge calming, and the
dog could be a disturbance in that area. So, from a First Nation perspective, I think there's some
consideration that needs to be given to this.” (Park Manager #6)
Consultation and community engagement is another key factor to acknowledge; if you
give the public a place for comment and you use their opinions in your planning and strategy, it
is more likely that you will get compliance and approval for your plans. Park Manager #6 goes
on to say,
…there's a public engagement component to this to bring people along. And it's not just
top-heavy coming down for no reason. You know, there's justification why this is being
done and all that gets articulated. And hopefully, the end-user understands why that is.
They don't always agree with you, and that's OK.
Another social consideration that Park Managers must address is safety.
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Safety of the Public
There are some instances of operational safety decisions made regarding dogs in areas.
For example, Park Manager #1 said that they allowed dogs off-leash in some areas of Stawamus
Chief Provincial Park because of safety. “…We [BC Parks] don't require dogs being on leash on
the on the backside trail because of the concern of dogs being on-leash on sort of rocky areas
and… pulling their owners …or slipping and resulting in injuries.” All Park Managers said they
look at the safety piece, especially when addressing human and dog conflict. Park Manager #1
noted, “…the safety pieces that I think about with dogs are interactions between dogs,
interactions between dogs and people.” Furthermore, like at Stawamus Chief Park, these issues
can be addressed operationally. As mentioned before, intercept surveys and camera monitoring
can help recognize conflict areas. Moreover, if an area is very popular and overcrowded like at
Joffre Park, specifically targeted management decisions can be made to protect people and the
environment. Park Manager #1 again recognized that there should be a place for dogs in parks
but also a place for people that don’t want dogs in parks:
“…Not everybody who comes to Parks … wants to have an experience where they're
encountering dogs, and so thinking about that and think about places where people can
recreate and know that they're not necessarily going to have that type of encounter. We
can't always do that. But where we can, I think we need to allow for that and then
particularly to use areas where we have people congregating in high concentrations. I
think ideal. Typically, we should not allow dogs in those types of areas”.
Park Managers agreed there were many factors that they have to consider in dog
management. Suppose the Park is popular, like Golden Ears and big like Golden Ears, you may
have more options to balance user demands and keep different user groups separated to reduce
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conflict. As it is evident from my survey that respondents are demanding a place to go with their
dogs, managers needed to balance that demand with consideration of other park users and
conservation.
Environmental Concerns
Conservation, Habitat and Ecosystem Management
Park Manager #2 expressed how they look at the environmental impacts first and then
safety around dogs on or off-leash. Park Manager #2 also thought it was “… important to create
an opportunity for some people to be able to both walk their dogs off-leash or on ...” They felt it
was critical that people also have an option for a park experience that “does not include dogs.”
This comment shows the problem of finding a balance between intersecting demands of
operational considerations, social needs and conservation requirements.
The strategic approach to managing user demands with the Park Act has managers
implementing strategies that work, and overtime must be adjusted. This adjustment has to be
taken under the consideration of an operational perspective.
Park Mangers recognized that they must also consider the level of use and impacts of
many dogs using trails and the importance of ecosystem and animal habitat. Park Manager #1
noted that it was generally acceptable to allow dogs in Provincial Parks. However,
“There are places where there might be environmental sensitivities or concerns around
environmental impacts associated with dogs whether on or off-leash and then places
where visitor experience may also be impacted.”
As previously mentioned, there are several conservation concerns with dog use in parks.
One Park Manager #3 pointed out that there is a concern of off-leash dogs displacing wildlife:
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“dogs not being on a leash, which then allows or increases the risk of that human-dog
conflict. The other concern is dogs impacting wildlife and well-protected, protected areas.
So wildlife and vegetation in those protected areas through, you know, being off the
leash, chasing deer as an example or displacing wildlife by.”
Again, this exemplifies the need to understand animal use in the park and identify priority
areas and key habitat features to protect when considering off-leash areas.
The same Park Manager identified that riparian areas are known to be sensitive, and
perhaps these zones should be identified and protected accordingly:
“…especially off-leash, especially if they're [dogs] getting into sensitive habitats like
wetlands and riparian areas and ponds, especially those sorts of places where, you know,
if they're mucking about, it's mucking up the habitat.”
When asked about what they consider paramount when zoning dog off-leash areas, Park
Manager #1 also said, “I would say that I think conservation is probably one of our highest
considerations.”
So essentially, BC Parks managers understand that there are complications that come
along with dogs in parks. The important thing is for Park Managers to recognize the activities
threatening conservation and manage them. “…dogs use in areas and their impacts on
conservation values, wildlife, I'm thinking trampling, waste, excrement, those sorts of things can
be managed.” (Park Manager #1) Moreover, detecting those issues and upfront planning or
future adjustments is essential for habitat and ecosystem conservation.
Wastes, Nuisance Species and Disease
Several Managers addressed their concern for dog excrement or dog waste bags being left
in the park. The literature and studies on dog wastes reveal how toxic they can be (Instone &
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Sweeney, 2014). Moreover, another concern was managing wastes and encouraging people to
pick up after their dog. Park Manager #4 said that in their parks, the dog waste is separated from
landfill waste and goes to sewage treatment plants. They also suggested that there are several
pilot programs that address waste management of dog wastes. “ … a couple of years ago, we
revamped our whole waste system in parks. And … it's more separated. So we kind of have these
banks of things that we've had to reduce the number of bins we have all over the parks, and
we've tried to be more strategic.”
All Park Managers mentioned the challenges of managing that interface between parking
lots and trailheads: “ … definitely one of the concerns is … parking lots or trailheads … is the
dog waste because people don't want to carry it … so I don't know why they put it in the bag and
then leave the bag like that.” ( Park Manager #4). It is clear from the Park Manager Interviews
that they all share similar concerns about dog wastes and that dog waste management is
complicated. Park Managers agree that they must consider operational, social and environmental
elements as they look at ways to protect park resources and visitor experiences.
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Discussion
It is clear from the survey that respondents want a place for dogs in Golden Ears
Provincial Park, and it is clear from the interviews with Park Managers that there is a place for
dogs in parks, but there are issues that need to be managed. Most Park Managers agreed that
when considering dog management, there are some methods that will help build support for dog
management policies. However, there are also instances when excluding dogs makes more sense.
In their interviews, Park Managers addressed their concerns with dogs in parks namely,
operational, social, and environmental considerations.
Operational Concerns of Dog Use in Golden Ears Provincial Park
Compliance and Enforcement
Once dog management zones are identified and designated, it was clear through the Park
Manager interviews that the areas be followed up with enforcement measures to encourage
compliance. Although it was identified that this could be a challenge to concentrate on solely, it
was suggested that a phased approach could help ease the transition, focus resources and aid in
changing the behaviour of users of an area. Enforcement, along with clear signage and
infrastructure, can lead to the successful adoption of a dog management strategy. Miller et al.
(2015) suggest low impact visitor education is suggested to be the real key to reducing impact in
recreation areas. However, enforcement of the rules is expensive and requires operational
resources. This is where a BC Park’s Compliance Action Plan can be useful for delegating
resources and planning compliance and enforcement activities (Province of British Columbia,
2014). Park Rangers design these plans to identify enforcement measures and target problem
areas. Matisoff and Noonan’s (2012) study showed a similar relationship with park user
perceptions as my study found. Mastisoff and Noonan found that 92% of survey respondents
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agreed or strongly agreed that they abided by park rules. In my study, I found that 83% of survey
respondents said that they would comply with posted regulations. Moreover, Mastisoff and
Noonan also noted that 23% of respondents felt like they had the opportunity to participate in the
dog management process. The park in Mastisoff and Noonan’s study relied heavily on peer
pressure for enforcement. This can be an inexpensive and effective form of enforcement.
According to their survey, only 27% of the park users would pay for a monitor and only 15%
agreed with ticketing (Matisoff & Noonan, 2012). I found the opposite result in my study with
76% of respondents agreeing with sanctioning.
Infrastructure and Signage
Signage must be concise, clear and consistent in order to successfully manage no dog or
dog-off-leash areas (space2place design inc., 2017). The City of Vancouver’s 10-year strategy
for dog management found that clear and concise messaging, simple and accessible language,
and graphics and consistency between signage, make signage understandable. Entry signs should
also address etiquette and expected behaviour. Parking lot and kiosk signage were identified by
Park Managers as an important interface opportunity between arriving and entering trails. It was
suggested by some Park Managers that at this interface, signage should be noticeable and lay out
clear expectations for Park User’s behaviour. Moreover, a majority (83%) of survey respondents
said that they would comply with a “Domestic Animal” policy if a sign were posted. The other
17% may need other tools to gain compliance, i.e., a verbal warning, a violation ticket or
eviction in some circumstances.
If conservation is the key objective for an area, educational signage should be used to
educate the park visitors on the values that park managers are aiming to protect (Hammitt &
Cole, 2015). Managing visitor behaviour can be through direct or indirect techniques. Direct
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techniques include regulations, quotas, zoning, and physical barriers, to name a few. Indirect
techniques, on the other side, are less restrictive and try to dissuade unwanted behaviours
through education.; the indirect technique is not meant to control behaviours but more to inform
and guide behaviours. These indirect approaches use personal words like “you” or “your” and
are effective in encouraging a behaviour change (Kidd et al., 2015). For Golden Ears Provincial
Park, 77% of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they would comply with restraining
their domestic animal if they knew the reason why and about the same number said they always
comply once they know the rule (Figure 21). This suggests that once the standard is set in an area
and effectively communicated, most park users will comply with the request. The challenge for
Park Managers is that if people see other people breaking the rule and no consequences are
enforced, confidence in the authority is reduced, and people may be more apt to not comply as a
consequence. This behaviour is known as a descriptive norm or behaviour where people are
likely to follow the crowd. Research indicates that there are descriptive norms, which are typical
behaviours in a situation, and injunctive norms which are conduct that is morally approved or not
approved depending on the situation. A “norm” is how people follow an expected behaviour.
Literature suggests that environmental literacy can be one element in changing human behaviour
and encouraging pro-environmental behaviours (PEB) (Shih et al., 2020). In a study by Cladini
(1990), an anti-littering norm (clean environment) and a pro-littering norm (littered environment)
were compared to see if people littered more in an environment where there was already litter.
Caldini (1990) found that the behaviour generated matched the already established norm. People
littered more in the already littered environment(Cialdini et al., 1990).
Researchers found that messages that specifically communicated consequences were
more successful in generating compliance (Nicholson, 2019). Moreover, Nicholson (2019) noted
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that a review and meta-analysis of 297 studies found authority figures are persuasive in
generating compliance. This is also backed up by the survey results, with 90% of respondents
suggesting they would comply if asked by a park ranger. When park rangers’ presence is not
evident, most people may likely follow the crowd.
Bennett et al. (2018) suggest that environmental stewardship depends on intrinsic or
extrinsic forces that motivate people and their behaviours (Bennett et al., 2018). Some people
feel good when they know they are following the rules and doing their part to protect the
resources. Furthermore, to encourage compliance, park managers must give people a reason to
feel this way and encourage this good behaviour. The survey results showed that most people
think they always do the right thing or adhere to the request once they know the rule or policy.
Although ignorance does not give someone an excuse for their actions in Canada, park agencies
need to be clear and transparent about policy.
A Provincially consistent standard and clear boundary signs at the dog management
transition zones would help people understand and standardize the expectations. One informant
pointed out that BC Parks has strict sign standards; when it came to enforcement signs, the
standard would have to be consistent across provincial parks. Another agreed that it is very
important to have the entry points at the trails signed to ensure the public is aware of the
expectations for them and their dogs on that specific trail, which reinforces that signage needs to
be consistent, understandable, and concise. Another tool that BC Parks uses is educational and
interpretive signage. This type of signage can be effective and influential for educating park
users. However, as mentioned before signage alone will not change behaviours. Saunders et al.
study pointed out some best practices principles (BPP) for signage. The signs must be noticeable,
translatable, understandable, encourage compliance and coordinated with other messages
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(Saunders et al., 2019). Essentially, there are four elements to safety signage communication
according to Saunders et al. the signage must:
1. Draw attention to the notice;
2. Include a symbol or recognizable words and encode it;
3. The meaning must be understandable; and
4. The signage must encourage compliance with the warning. The location of the
signage needs to be near the hazard or decision point(Saunders et al., 2019).
Often the intent of signage misses the mark. Saunders et al. (2019) further suggests that the
signage be field tested and adapted if required.
Adaptive Management
Management Plans. In Golden Ears Provincial Park dogs, have been allowed unleashed
on all trails in the backcountry and leashed in the front-country2 (Figure 2). The Park Act and
specifically the Parks, Conservancy, Recreation Area Regulations (Appendix D) gives the power
to park officers to decide if dogs are allowed or not allowed in parks. The Park Act gives park
managers some flexibility on where and when to allow domestic animals. Specifically, the Park,
Conservancy and Recreation Area Regulation allow park officers to authorize domestic animals
in parks, and this regulation gives park officer has the discretion to allow dogs unrestrained.
However, the regulation requires that the domestic animal must not cause an annoyance, injure a
person, damage property/vegetation, or chase/molest wildlife. Furthermore, it is the

2

This is the area within one kilometer of either side of the centreline of parkroad or a Highway.
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responsibility of the pet owner to ensure they comply with the regulation. Park managers can
foresee problem areas, monitor and make adjustments to assist park users with these goals.
This is where future planning and “Management Plans” can be an important guidance
tool to support domestic animal management. Although the Golden Ears Management Plan does
not address dog use in the park directly, it does delineate zoning based on use (See Figures 22
and 23). These zones are designated to encourage consistent management practices across parks
and include special feature zones, intensive recreation zones, nature recreation zones and
wilderness recreation zones.
“Special Feature Zones” in “Park Management Plans” require enhanced management
because they are recognized for special features such as riparian habitat. If trails intersect these
zones, then consideration should be made on whether to allow dog use on those trails. If dog use
is allowed, then recommendations should be made, or infrastructure installed to minimize dog
impact. Furthermore, these zones should be intensively monitored, and rules enforced by Park
Rangers. Moreover, a trail in this area may simply be considered a “no-dog or leashed-dog” zone
based on the sensitive features in this area.
“Intensive Recreation Zones” within the Golden Ears Management Plan addresses dog
off-leash (leash optional) areas. This zone is recognized for its high use and ease of access and
may allow for leash-optional areas; however, a manager may choose to allow only dogs-on-leash
in these zones due to the volume of users and level of multi-use recreation (British Columbia
Ministry of Environment, 2013). “Nature recreation zones” are largely undisturbed natural
environments. These zones may have multiple users accessing the backcountry facilities through
hiking, mountain biking and horseback riding.
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The primary reason survey respondents go to Golden Ears Provincial Park is to hike (See
Figure 10). One key informant suggested that their primary objective for their parks is to connect
people with nature. Keeping parks natural has its challenges, and that requires balancing
conservation with recreational demands. Within the Golden Ears Management Plan, the most
conservation-focused zone is the wilderness zones. This zone encompasses what are considered
remote and undisturbed natural reserves of land. The Golden Ears management plan allows nonintrusive forms of recreation in these areas and requires permits for those that are intrusive such
as aircraft access(British Columbia Ministry of Environment, 2013).
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Figure 18
Management plan zones for Golden Ears Provincial Park.

(British Columbia Ministry of Environment, 2013) retrieved from
https://bcparks.ca/explore/parkpgs/golden_ears/golden-ears-mp.pdf?v=1607208364502
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Figure18 is from the Golden Ears management plan and shows the zoning in the park.
Figure19 shows a zoomed-in map of the zoning in Golden Ears Provincial Park. In this map, the
special feature zones are outlined in orange and indicate sensitive riparian areas.
Figure 19
Map showing management plan zoning for Golden Ears Provincial Park

(British Columbia Ministry of Environment, 2013) retrieved from
https://bcparks.ca/explore/parkpgs/golden_ears/golden-ears-mp.pdf?v=1607208364502
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According to my survey, 59% of the respondents were dog owners, and of those dog
owners, nearly 70% of them have brought their dogs to Golden Ears Park. In addition, the main
reason that most park users went to Golden Ears Provincial Park was to hike, followed by
camping, horseback riding, day-use (picnic), walking the dog and lastly, mountain biking.
According to my survey, dog use in the park was accepted by a majority of respondents with or
without dogs. Furthermore, when considering where to place leash-optional, dog-on-leash or nodog zones, park managers should consider the aforementioned management planning zones, the
parks and conservancy area regulations and the trail network itself. Some Park Managers
suggested that the routes and trails must be zoned consistently throughout. If the trail is “leash
optional” from the start, it should stay that way if possible, and if that intersects with other trails,
the policy must be clear, so each user understands the expected behaviour.
41% of the survey respondents wanted option 2: dogs-on-leash only areas and leashoptional areas in the park. The popularity of this response in both Seymour, Cypress and Golden
Ears Provincial Parks suggests that it is quite important to the public that dogs have a place in
parks and are not excluded. However, the survey does suggest that most park users would
comply with a park officer’s request and would obey a sign if posted. Furthermore, if the park
manager decides to exclude dogs from an area for a specific reason, the survey results suggest it
is important to let the public know why.
The next most popular strategy was option 1, with 22% wanting dogs-on-leash
throughout the park; this was followed closely at 21% with option 3: dogs-on-leash, leash
optional and no dog areas in the park. Moreover, the least preferable option, 16%, was option 4:
dogs-on-leash and no dog areas in the park. It is evident by these results that most people want a
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place for dogs in parks, whether it be on or off-leash. If a manager is considering excluding dogs
for a specific reason, then, according to my survey, the public would comply if they knew the
reason for the exclusion, a sign was posted with clear directions and if the rule was enforced
through tickets or verbal warnings. Moreover, having dog management zones identified in the
management plans give managers another consistent tool to utilize when considering allowing
dogs or not in specific areas.
Considerations for Dog Management Zones
When considering dog management zones, most key informants agreed that conservation
and safety were justifiable reasons to consider specific dog management options. For leashoptional zones, several elements must be considered thoroughly before designation. BC Parks
has an internal assessment system called the “BC Parks Impact Assessment” (IA)(Province of
British Columbia, 2020). The IA determines the environmental, social and economic impacts of
activities in the parks and protected areas using a risk matrix (See Figure 21). This decisionmaking process acts as an accountable and standardized framework for Provincially to determine
if they will allow the activity or grant the required park use permit. These “park use permits” are
often allowed for a period, depending on the determined impact of the proposed use. It is unclear
if this process has been done when deciding on dog management zones in the South Coast, or has
the decision largely been left to the discretion of park managers/officers. As part of the IA, there
is a “Risk Matrix Tool” for managers to measure all activities in the park. The indices of this
framework are determined through the nature of value at risk measured against the scope and
severity of the proposed action. This risk assessment should be used for each trail or each area
that was to be considered for leash optional.
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Figure 4
BC Parks Internal Risk Assessment Matrix

Source: Province of British Columbia, 2020)

Some Park Managers discussed the implementation of the “no dog policy” in Joffre
Lakes Provincial Park. One Park Manager said that Joffre’s No Dog policy was implemented
because of overcrowding. This policy was looked at as one way to reduce crowding and
environmental stress in an already heavily visited area. Since the implementation of this policy,
one blogger suggested this rule does not address the core issue at Joffre, and essentially, it is not
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the dogs that are the problem but the irresponsible park users (Faulds, 2018). Other articles
suggest that having such restrictions is part of a growing trend to restrict freedom in BC’s
backcountry (Henning, 2018). One informant suggested that a forward-thinking park manager
saw the compounding issues at Joffre Lakes Provincial Park and made a management decision to
protect the park by taking out one of the additional visitation pressures affecting the area. In the
eyes of one park manager, this has been considered a win and has been a step towards protecting
the sensitive and highly popular area.
Change Management and Why is it Important for Environmental Conservation
One key informant said that “change management” is often a very challenging thing to
address. If a culture has formed about behaviours and expectations, there can often be resistance
to change to those who are most affected by the change (Lines, 2004). Lines discusses how
participation and behaviours can lead to success in change and reinforce the need for public
involvement and consultation where changes can negatively affect users. Furthermore,
participation has been positively linked to achieving change, but results take time and
consistency. Therefore, if rules change in an area, it is essential to be consistent in the strategy.
Consistency can be operationally taxing and can have additional time/costs to enforce and
manage the adjustment. If the adjustment is drastic and at a large scale with inadequate measures
in place to support it, then it is possible that the desired change will not succeed or be poorly
received. Furthermore, one could consider a phased approach as suggested by Park Managers to
ensure resources are balanced as required.
Social Considerations of Dog Use in Golden Ears Provincial Park
Golden Ears Provincial Park is a desired destination for people. The establishment of
dog management zones in the park requires consideration of park user demand. The survey
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respondents indicated the main reason they go to Golden Ears is to hike, and only a few chose
dog-walking as their primary reason for their visiting the park. Many of Metro Vancouver
Regional Districts' parks are “dog parks” and are specific to dog use, serving a distinct
demographic of people that live in densely populated areas and demands spaces to recreate with
their dogs throughout the week. Weekends are notably busy in provincial parks in the summer;
therefore, it is expected that dog use would increase too. Furthermore, understanding which trails
are busy using monitoring devices such as trail counters or wildlife cameras will help park
managers determine values at risk from overuse.
Park User Safety
All key informants suggested they would consider the safety of the park user as a top
deciding factor when implementing dog management zones. Unleashed dogs have led their
owners into unsafe predicaments.; for example, unleashed dogs have fallen into creeks and
culverts in Golden Ears Park (Direct Communication, 2020). Often, dog owners feel compelled
to save their pets and put themselves and others at risk. The creeks in Golden Ears Provincial
Park can swell seasonally, often to dangerous levels. When creeks are flooding, they pose a risk
to park users and pets, and an unsuspecting pet could easily lose its footing in a rushing creek.
Along with flooding, there are other seasonal risks, such as bears in the park. During the spring,
summer, and early fall seasons, bears are in the park feeding and bulking for hibernation. The
North American Bear Centre notes several incidents in British Columbia between bears and
dogs. Dogs can attack bears, get hurt, or even draw the bear back to the owner, therefore, putting
the owner in danger (North American Bear Center, 2020).
Community Engagement Towards Compliance
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All the key informants agreed on some level of community engagement. Achieving
public buy-in and support helps managers reach their goals for conservation and safety. This is
evident from the survey results; a strong majority of respondents strongly agreed and agreed that
they would comply with the policy if they knew why the rule was in place. In addition, most
people agreed that they would obey a request if a sign were posted. Most communities are aware
of the need to consult the public and spend time in the consultation process. The City of
Vancouver designed a strategy for sharing Vancouver’s parks with dogs and people (space2place
design inc., 2017). To gather information for this report, the Park Board and Vancouver staff
held workshops and conducted an online survey. Advisory Committee meetings created a space
for feedback, and field surveys were conducted and over 200 park users shared their views. In
addition, their report took into consideration two consultation meetings where the consultants
allowed the public to send feedback as well as conducted over 400 phone calls that supported
their initial round of consultation. Through community engagement, the consultants found four
main themes; Access, Design, Stewardship, and Enforcement, to help drive Vancouver Park's
ten-year strategy. All these themes were addressed in the Park Managers interviews. Another
consideration is “transactive planning” as part of the planning process and stakeholder
engagement.
Transactive planning is ongoing and continual planning, where documents or plans can
adjust or change as required to meet management goals (Brews & Purohit, 2007). In this method
of planning stakeholders, key informants and indicators can influence the development and
growth of the plan. Transactive planning or participatory planning can be used in conjunction
with adaptive management. The implementation of transactive planning is responsive to
community engagement. Park managers utilize teachings and discoveries of scientists, managers,
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industries, stakeholders to strive for environmentally sustainable objectives (Stankey et al.,
2005). Sometimes managers prefer the “participation-limited adaptive management” that
focuses primarily on scientists’ and managers' findings. In this model, the public is left out of the
conversation and engaged only through public information events. This command and control
technique can be disconnected from the public views. Strategies designed under these conditions
can fail to resonate with the public (Stankey et al., 2005). Instead, managers can use integrated
adaptive management which engages the public as peers and identifies areas of conflict for
discussion, and encourages new ideas (Buck et al., 2001). Along with stakeholders and other
professionals, traditional ecological knowledge should help dictate management strategies.
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) is based on Indigenous accumulated observations over
time to understand how ecological systems work (Fikret Berkes et al., 2000). Park Managers can
seek TEK from Indigenous communities to help determine indicators that can be used in
adaptive management strategies.
Environmental Concerns of Dog Use in Golden Ears Provincial Park
Managing conservation is a core mandate of BC Parks. Balancing recreational demands
and conservation can often put one of the core values against the other. All the Park Managers
have concerns with dogs unleashed in parks. However, most also agree that dog management can
be done in a way to minimize conflicts with multiple users.
Through best management considering operational, social, and environmental concerns,
the effect of dogs in Golden Ears Provincial Park can be managed. The BC Parks Impact
Assessment is a process that provides guidelines and policy to assess an activity’s environmental,
economic, and social impact. This process provides tools for park managers to assess activities
and decide on whether to allow the activity or not. The Park Impact Assessment is the process
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that area supervisors and park managers would conduct before determining leash-optional zones.
In this process, variables would be assessed using databases such as the Remote Access to
Archaeological Data (RAAD), the Conservation Risk Assessment (CRA), etc. In the assessment
process, it may be determined that the risk or footprint of leash-optional areas is small and does
not require a complete review. A partial review is concerning as it only considers the initial
short-term projected footprint and does not account for the cumulative impact over time of dogs
off-leash in an area.
Wildlife Cameras and Monitoring
BC Parks has several monitoring tools that can help provide an understanding of visitor
impact: wildlife cameras, intercept surveys, and trail counters to name a few. Over the last two
years, the University of British Columbia’s Wildlife Coexistence Lab (Wildco) Researchers and
BC Parks have implemented a wildlife camera monitoring program in Golden Ears. The
WildCAM project (Wildlife Cameras for Adaptive Management) was partially funded by the
BC Parks Living Lab Program, created to research the effects of climate change in provincial
parks. Wildlife cameras were installed in strategic locations to understand the presence and
activities of wildlife in the park (BC Parks, 2018).
Often in a park like Golden Ears, it is difficult to quantify conservation variables such as
the presence of wildlife. The nocturnal nature of some wildlife and the presence of humans
makes it hard to quantify populations. Interestingly, several species have been inventoried in
Golden Ears Provincial Park through the wildlife camera project. Among these species
inventoried were spotted skunks, cougars, wolverines, Roosevelt elks, black bears, owls and
wolves. As mentioned before, it is crucial to understand where these species are and how they
are affected, displaced, or replaced by dogs and humans. Wildlife monitoring is an important
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step to identifying wildlife in the park for adaptive management of dog zones. Wildlife camera
traps are also a way of monitoring indicators for adaptive management processes. From May
2019 to September 2020, camera traps recorded over 30,000 images of dogs in Golden Ears
Provincial Park, of those nearly 20,000 were captured unleashed (Personal Communication,
2021). The data from the camera traps can also show park managers which trails had the most
non-compliance with dogs off-leash. In these areas, park managers can monitor strategies to see
if they are effective i.e., signage, enforcement, and other management strategies. One of UBC
Wildlife Coexistence Lab's goals was to evaluate the effectiveness of protected areas. Protected
areas are known for conservation objectives (UBC Faculty of Forestry, 2021), however, it’s
important to determine if parks are meeting that objective. In a park like Golden Ears Provincial
Park, visitor numbers and activities could be overshadowing the conservation mandate of the
Park Act. Moreover, recognizing the stressors that impact conservation efforts can give
managers insights on how to protect biodiversity and ecosystems.
Waste Management Practices.
BC Provincial Parks and specifically Golden Ears Provincial Park have been increasing
in popularity every year (Appendix E), and as more people visit parks, so will their dogs. Dog
excrement can be seen left unmanaged by their owners on the sides of trails, tied in a bag or
flung in the bush. When Park Managers are designing the best management objectives for dog
waste management, challenges are well known. Dog parks that cater to the specific needs of dogs
have waste receptacles available for the disposal of wastes. In Golden Ears, this can add
challenge to protecting park resources. According to my results, most of the survey respondents
went to Golden Ears Provincial Park to hike. The survey results suggest that 59% of the
respondents are dog owners and a majority (78%) of these dog owners bring their dogs to the
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park. With the dogs comes their excrement and, therefore, all the associated issues with dog
excrement.
Some people view dog wastes as natural; however, these wastes can carry 30% of all
bacteria in urban watersheds (Tully, 2016). In particular, E. coli and parasites can remain in the
soil for years. The waste from one dog is relatively harmless; however, the waste from several
dogs can be detrimental to an ecosystem. One informant suggested that most dogs get out of the
vehicle, sniff around and often poop around the parking lot or trailhead. This behaviour on a
compounded level can lead to the spread of canine parvovirus (CPV), which has welldocumented cases of host-range shifts (Hueffer & Parrish, 2003). Golden Ears Provincial Parks
has had camera-documented sightings of spotted skunks, bobcats, coyotes and wolves. These
species are all vulnerable to cross-species transmission of parvoviruses (Allison et al., 2013).
According to some informants, there are some interesting pilot projects dealing with domestic
animal wastes in parks. Some parks have designated bins, septic tanks and dog toilets (Metro
Vancouver, 2019). Other parks like Cypress Provincial Park have moved the dog waste bin up
the trail 100- 200m, giving the dog owners a chance to deposit wastes before their hike.
Currently, Golden Ears does not have signage requesting dog owners to clean up after their dog.
However, it is against the Park Act to fail to dispose of wastes properly.
Dog Management Zones and Seasonal Considerations
Parks are often less busy in fall and winter, and campgrounds are usually closed. Often
what works for one season might not be the best management consideration for another. For
example, in the summer, it may not be the best management practice to consider leash optional
areas in campgrounds where campsites are packed with people and activities. Park Manager #2
suggested that closed campgrounds might be a great alternative for dog walking in the winter
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when visitation is low and the social impact is considered less. Other seasonal changes include
increasing animal reproductive activity in the spring and summer. Through camera monitoring, a
park manager can gather evidence of wildlife in the area or vulnerable species that exist there;
this may be a good enough reason to require dogs to be leashed and under control.
Dog and human conflicts can occur almost anywhere and especially if dogs are not
leashed. Where some trails or areas are popular, a park manager may consider a no-dog or dogon-leash only policy. For less popular areas, managers may consider leash-optional zones where
fewer people travel.
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Conclusions
The objectives of this study were to investigate and identify park user perceptions of the
presence and impacts of dogs in Golden Ears Provincial Park and to explore policy options for
the management of dogs and their impacts.
Overall, I found that survey respondents are favourable to dogs in Golden Ears Provincial
Park, and they are also in favour of them being managed. Most survey respondents want a place
for dogs in the park, and most do not want them excluded from any area. Survey Respondents
prefer areas that are leash optional and where that is not possible then leashed only areas in the
park. A majority of survey respondents are in favour of using violation tickets to penalize park
users who ignore signage. Moreover, a large majority of park users said they would obey the rule
if they knew why a sign was posted or if a park ranger asked them to comply. This reinforces the
importance of park ranger or affiliate presence with the introduction of a new dog management
strategy.
Using the “Limits of Acceptable Change” framework would be a good place to start
building an effective change strategy. Step one of the LAC is to identify areas of concern. In
Golden Ears, I addressed the lack of compliance through observation from camera trap
occurrences. Another consideration using the camera data is what other species are being
observed and how are they affected by dogs. Step two of LAC is to classify the park and the
areas in the park. This has been done on a high level through the management planning process,
however it should be done on a smaller scale for each trail or area where dogs go. Step three is
establishing indicators. In Golden Ears, the indicators could come from camera traps and there
could be social indicators like complaints or safety issues caused by dogs. Managers could also
do onsite surveys to assess trail conditions and evidence of dog impacts i.e. waste or dog waste
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bags along the trail. Step four in Golden Ears could also be obtained through camera traps or
onsite surveys. This step is the inventory stage where indicators are selected to be monitored. In
this stage, park managers would define standards and select a range of conditions to monitor. In
Golden Ears, one indicator may be observations of non-compliance. In step five, specific
measures are used to quantify indicators. This is where a dog management matrix would help
measure variables and acceptable impact. Step six would require both park managers and the
public working together to design specific steps to manage dog behaviours. In this step seven the
problem areas are identified, and specific management actions are implemented. Step eight is
where an analysis of the alternatives occurs. This is where costs, time, infrastructure, and social
costs are evaluated against the options. In Golden Ears this could happen under the current
conditions but would have to be evaluated annually as budgets and priorities change. The last
step of the LAC is the adoption of the plan and monitoring it. In this stage park managers can
monitor feedback, camera traps and other indicators to see if the applied strategy is working
(Stankey et al., 1985).
Best Management Practices
The Park Managers discussed their operational, social and environmental concerns with
dogs in parks. Considering these aspects, the Park Managers suggest the following best
management practices to ensure successful implementation of a dog management strategy:
compliance and enforcement, infrastructure and signage, as well as adaptive management with
careful planning, monitoring and adjustments. The Parsons et al (2016) study showed that
animals naturally try to avoid humans. Dogs walking with humans increase that perceived risk
by animals and they avoid an area for a greater amount of time than by a human walking alone.
The findings from Parsons et al. (2016) study show that managers can minimize disturbance of
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wildlife with responsible dog behaviour. Parsons et al., found that area managers succeed in
reducing impacts of dogs through prohibition, leash laws and encouraging responsible dog
ownership behaviours (Parsons et al., 2016).
Signage
The signage used must be clear and should be at the entry point with consistent symbols
for ease of understanding. Educational signage helps gain compliance and minimize resistance to
the change. This indirect management strategy is a preferred approach by Park Managers
because it is fiscally prudent and can be effective in encouraging desired behaviours. Some key
elements of signage must be taken into consideration. The signage must be persuasive and
compel the park visitor to comply. Signage must also be noticeable with recognizable symbols
and words. The meaning of the signs must be understandable and they must be place in the right
spots, where there is a decision to be made (Saunders et al., 2019).
Relying on interpretive and enforcement signage alone, however, is not effective in
generating compliance (Bowes, 2015). To encourage effective compliance, it often takes a more
direct management strategy that includes using educational and enforcement signage, along with
site manipulation or infrastructures that can help control visitor and dog use (Hammitt & Cole,
2015).
Consultation
The response from survey respondents suggests that they agree there is a place in parks
for dogs. Moreover, if a Park Manager excludes dogs in an area, the public must understand why.
Educating the public on decisions can help gain support for management objectives and
compliance.
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Literature suggests that successful dog management strategies have had ample public
consultation and engagement. It is difficult to introduce and enforce strategies that restrict dogs
because of public perceptions of dogs. Young et al. suggests that awareness campaigns that
focus on conservation issues with dogs and actions people can take to avoid them are necessary
for public buy-in and compliance (Young et al., 2011). Offering the public an opportunity to
raise and discuss concerns helps build a strong and accepted plan through participatory planning.
Change Management
A dog management strategy also has to be flexible, so monitoring and adjusting strategies
will help meet management objectives.
Change management can also be challenging. Social policing and enforcement are
important tools to assist with compliance. As suggested by the key informants and researchers,
change of policy takes time. However, consistent enforcement, signage and education can help
ease the transition towards the requested change.
Future planning with management plans and with monitoring with adaptive management
to meet changing demands were also identified as key considerations. Keeping an eye on
conservation issues caused by dogs and having a method to recognize and adapt to issues as they
arise were also suggested. This can be done through wildlife cameras and the BC Parks Impact
Assessment (PIA), with further consideration to a question matrix or framework to help
managers with transparency and reasoning behind dog management zones. Moreover, the PIA is
a valuable tool to help determine the risks involved with leash optional activities. Hammit and
Cole (2015) suggest the most obvious way to reduce impacts is through reducing the use in an
area. Restriction, or “no-dog zones” was also a management technique that BC Parks
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implemented as pointed out during the park managers’ interviews. Hammit and Cole(2015)
suggest that managers can also consider:
•

Dispersal. Spreading out the use of the activity.

•

Concentration. Concentrate the use in one area, while protecting others

•

Use Type. Minimizing destructive use types or only allowing one kid of use in an
area.

•

Behaviour. Persuasion techniques to encourage desired behaviours.

•

Timing/Season. Limiting use when the effects are the greatest on species.

•

Location. Direct the use to areas that are designed to facilitate dog use.

•

Infrastructure. Set up barriers and designing zones or trails to withstand use to
secure a specific area (Hammitt & Cole, 2015).Recommendations
Recommendations for Practice

To introduce a dog management strategy that is adhered to and accepted by the public, it
is important Park Managers consider the following items:
1. Plan for dog use in Golden Ears Provincial Park. Dogs should not be excluded unless
there are safety or environmental reasons. Consider using adaptive management
strategies or an LAC framework to reduce the negative impact of dogs on biodiversity
and ecosystems.
If it is decided to change behaviours in an area or exclude dogs;
2. Design a change management strategy that includes:
a. Public consultation and education, before the plan is created and during the
drafting of the plan (Participatory Planning).
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b. Erect clear, creative, bilingual and educational and enforcement/interpretive
signage. Research behavioural techniques to encourage compliance.
c. Action consistent enforcement and introduce a compliance action plan.
d. Annual Impact Assessments/scale and consider the development of a
tool/matrix and intercept surveys to quantify dog impact. This can be used in a
LAC framework for monitoring dog impacts
e. Use a phased approach to implementing a dog management strategy or
consider using a pilot area.
f. For leash-optional zones, meet with the Indigenous community to see if there
are specific considerations or culturally sensitive zones.
g. Strategically place the dog waste receptacles 100-200m from the start of the
trail. Use infrastructure to direct or limit dog use in areas.

3. Consider limits to dog use. To manage increased dog use, park managers may require
park visitors with more than three dogs per person to have a permit while in the park.
This may also involve excluding dogs from some areas if this management action is
required to protect biodiversity and sensitive ecosystems. Identify and protect
sensitive habitat within the management plan (Riparian and ponds)- consider these
locations off-limits to dogs.

4. Consider upfront planning for dogs in the management planning process. Write/Plan
for dogs in the acceptable use table of the Park Management Plan. Encourage
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adaptive management on the operational level. Use the LAC framework to design a
dog management plan or another adaptive management model.

The dog management signage must also be at the beginning of each trail, so users know
the expectations before they head out, and it should be consistent throughout the trail. If a park
manager requires a dog-on-leash at the beginning of the trail, then that request should remain
unless a change is clearly posted. BC parks should consider provincially consistent dog
messaging that is easy to understand and identify throughout all the parks in British Columbia.
Each park has unique demands both in conservation and by park users. Some parks see several
users daily, whereas others are remote parks and see much fewer visits. Dogs, therefore, will
have impacts on some parks like Golden Ears Provincial Park greater than others. Each trail that
is to be considered leash-optional should have an impact assessment completed on it. There
should be consultation with Indigenous communities to ensure that cultural values and
significant areas to them are protected. Sometimes, these special areas are not known to the park
manager and can be overlooked when planning use. In addition, ground-truthing and onsite tools
such as wildlife cameras, intercept surveys, and trail counters should also be used to manage,
monitor and mitigate cumulative impacts. Another consideration is to build a consistent tool to
measure dog impact that would give managers a tool to measure change against. This tool could
be on a scale system in which scores be used to direct management actions. The tool could be a
part of the park impact assessment, which could include a decision matrix when deciding on
which trails can be leash optional, and this should be reviewed annually. The indicator values of
this scaled system would be determined by key informants and members of the public to help
gauge an acceptable level of impact.
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This tool would be made in consultation with indigenous communities, conservation
specialists and members of the community. Moreover, tools like this create transparency and
consistency and can be adaptive in the decision-making process. The tool would consider
elements such as sacred/spiritual values, conservation values, trail purpose, level of recreational
use, multiple uses, destination, level of current impact from dogs, blue/red-listed species present
and human/wildlife safety issues. Although this process would take more time, the designation
and management of these zones would be better received.
To ensure consistent standards and transparency of the process, the public should be
notified of the plan before it is put into full effect. By giving the public space to comment on the
effectiveness of the plan and its acceptance by the public is more likely. According to the results
of this survey, the public would like to see option 2, where there were dogs on-leash areas and
leash optional areas in the park. As a park manager considers this, it would be especially
important to notify park users and erect appropriate signage if dogs were to be excluded from
areas in the park.
If a park manager found it necessary to exclude, perhaps it should first be considered in
the management planning process. Dog zones should be included in the “Appropriate Uses
Table” of the BC Parks management plan. Having this will give managers one more tool to
exclude dogs or require them to be leashed in specific zones. Special Feature zones, for example,
are zones that have special considerations be it cultural, historical or sensitive habitat values.
Moreover, these sensitive areas could be zoned to restrict dogs or exclude them entirely.
Intensive use zones may allow for dogs on leash unless posted in areas that are multi-use or used
intensely by the public. Furthermore, wilderness zones could be leash optional, or leash required
depending on extenuating factors.
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Once the trails and zones are determined, as mentioned by the key informants, the
designations must be clear and understandable. This may require consistent universal symbols
and a multilanguage approach with enforcement. Furthermore, park managers may consider a
pilot study or time trial and adapt their management strategy from that baseline as required. In
addition, a phased approach to the desired trajectory is recommended. A phased approach can
ease the public into the changes and allows time for feedback and adjustments. A phased
approach is also less demanding on operational time and costs and can lead to successful
adoption of the strategy if enforced and clear.
To assist with operational concerns/costs and enforcement the special attention would be
best served in areas where the greatest change is to occur. An example of this would be if an
area/trail is going from “leash optional” to “no dogs” zones or where the history of the trail has
ingrained behaviours of non-compliance. This does not mean it is ok to leave the leash-optional
trails unenforced. Moreover, these areas will need clear signage on expected behaviour and could
lean more on social policing, although monitoring and adjustment would be required if this is not
working.
Ultimately, having dog management zones considered in the management planning
process is essential to conservation efforts. If BC parks designed a framework to assist park
managers in establishing dog-specific management zones, it would improve the transparency of
decision-making and public acceptance of dog management actions.
To assist with dog wastes and reduce wastes from entering the environment, locate waste
facilities 100m to 200m down from the start of the trail. This will make it easier for dog owners
to continue their hike without carrying wastes with them.
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According to this research, park users believe dogs have a place in Golden Ears
Provincial Park. It is also evident that the presence of dogs has implications for both the
recreation and conservation mandate of provincial parks. However, dogs can be managed
effectively through implementing strategies that are adaptive and clear that minimize dog impact
in parks. These strategies allow park users to bring all members of their family, humans and
canines, as they recreate and enjoy nature.
Recommendations for Future Research
To further explore the impact of dogs in parks and park user perceptions, I recommend
the following considerations:
•

A study further into the complications and environmental impact of dog wastes be
conducted. Face-to-face interviews and gather information on why people feel the
way they do about dogs in parks.

•

Study the effects of different signage and messaging in BC Parks to find the most
effective messaging. Piloting a study on which signs people are more responsive
to in the park would be useful information to have.

Through my research, I have found that dogs are welcomed by the survey respondents in
Golden Ears. Park Managers have the authorities and tools to allow dog use in the park as well as
balance the environmental and social impacts. Further research, monitoring and adaptation for
dog use in Golden Ears Provincial Park is crucial to mitigating and minimizing dogs’ impact on
the natural process in the park while keeping the public safe.
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Appendix A: Standard BC Parks Questionnaire

OPTION 1 – Status quo
a. Dog on leash areas

OPTION 2 - Areas set aside in the parks for 2 options:
b. Dog on leash areas
c. Leash optional areas

OPTION 3 - Areas set aside in the parks for 3 options:
a. Dog on leash areas
b. Leash optional areas
c. No dog areas
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OPTION 4 - Areas set aside in the parks for 2 options:
a.

dogs-on-leash areas

b. Expanded no dog areas

How do you want BC Parks to move forward with dog policy in Provincial Parks?
There is an increasing amount of people visiting Provincial Parks, and more people mean
more dogs visiting the parks. Increasingly, we have seen a rise in issues associated with dogsoff-leash – bear/human conflicts, impacts on the environment, and dog attacks on people. Our
park rangers routinely ask dog owners to keep their dogs-on-leash, but through education efforts
and writing tickets, we haven’t been able to effectively address the issue of dogs-off-leash in our
parks. Therefore, we are engaging the public to help determine how to move forward on this
issue.
Which option do you prefer?
Please note the following before reviewing your options:
•

Dog on leash areas would be in areas that have sensitive ecosystems, high bear
visitation, and areas where families and a wide variety of park users recreate.
o

Continue to have a dog on leash policy throughout the park (except for current
areas that already do not allow dogs. Although there will be no changes to the
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policy for this option, there will need to be a stronger enforcement response to
people who have their dog-off leash.
o Every dog-off leash will result in a violation ticket. This would take up a
significant amount of time for our rangers leaving less time to improve trails,
maintain facilities, manage invasive plants, and support public safety initiatives.
•

Leash optional areas would give dog owners an opportunity to exercise their dogs in a
way that works best for them.
o Dog owners would likely use these areas more resulting in fewer dogs-off-leash in
other areas.
o Potential consequences: trampling of vegetation, bear conflicts, and people
conflicts.

•

No dog areas would be in very sensitive environments where protecting conservation
values is the most important factor.
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Appendix B Key Informant Interview Questions
Park Managers and Key Informants were asked the following questions:
1. Do you have concerns about dogs in parks? What are your concerns?
2. What do you think are the key management issues when considering whether or
not dogs should be allowed in parks? Should dogs always be leashed in parks?
Sometimes? Never? When? Where? Why?
3. What are the best management methods to address those issues? Why do you
think they are the best way(s) to manage dogs in parks?
4. What should park Managers consider as they plan how to allow dogs to have
access to park areas?
5. Do you have any other comments or suggestions about dogs in parks?
6. Do you have a dog?
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Appendix C: Clubs/Groups Invited to Survey
Fraser Valley Hiking Club
Chilliwack Hiking Club
Personal Facebook Page
Abbotsford-Mission Nature Club
Burk Mt Naturalists
Mt. Cheam Canine Association
Vancouver Dog Obedience training club
Golden Ears Dog Walking
Alouette River Management
BC SPCA
BC Off-road RV Camping
Ridge Meadows Outdoor Club
Backcountry Horsemen BC
Fraser Valley Kayakers and Canoes
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Appendix D: Parks, Conservancy and Recreation Area Regulation
Control of domestic animals
19 (1) Except as authorized by a park officer, a person must not allow a domestic animal

to enter or remain in any part of a park, conservancy or recreation area that is
(a)a beach within a campground or day use area,
(b)a public building or structure, or
(c)an area in which domestic animals are prohibited by a sign or other device.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to a domestic animal that is used to guide a blind
person.
(3) Except as authorized by a park officer, a person must not allow a domestic animal to
enter or remain in frontcountry or in backcountry that is less than 2 000 hectares in size unless
the domestic animal is
(a)restrained by a leash not longer than 2 metres, or
(b)confined in a container, enclosure or motor vehicle.
(4) A person must not allow a domestic animal in a park, conservancy or recreation area
to
(a)cause an annoyance,
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(b)injure a person,
(c)damage property or vegetation, or
(d)chase or molest wildlife.
(5) Except as authorized by a park officer, a person must not allow a domestic animal to
enter or remain in Bowron Lake Park or Garibaldi Park.
(6) A person who has a domestic animal in a park, conservancy or recreation area must
dispose of excrement from that domestic animal in a manner and at a location where the
excrement will not cause a public inconvenience or annoyance.
(7) A park officer may order a person who contravenes this section to remove the
domestic animal from the park, conservancy or recreation area.
[am. B.C. Regs. 215/2006, Sch. s. 8; 141/2009, Sch. s. 1 (d) and (e).]
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Appendix E: Statistics for Golden Ears Provincial Park Visitor Use

YEAR

ANNUAL USER
NUMBERS

AVERAGE DAILY
USER NUMBER

2012/13

574056

1573

2013/14

596260

1634

2014/15

798944

2189

2015/16

899225

2464

2016/17

837749

2295

2017/18
956515
(Province of British Columbia, 2021b)

2621

Daily Average= 2129 People
10% of 2129= 212.9, n=213
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Appendix F: Online Survey
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